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Abstract
The commonsense understanding and validation remains a challenging task in the field of natural
language understanding. Therefore, several research papers have been published that studied
the capability of proposed systems to evaluate the models ability to validate commonsense in
text. In this paper, we present a benchmark Arabic dataset for commonsense understanding and
validation as well as a baseline research and models trained using the same dataset. To the best
of our knowledge, this dataset is considered as the first in the field of Arabic text commonsense
validation. The dataset is distributed under the Creative Commons BY-SA 4.0 license and can be
found on GitHub1.
Index terms— Natural Language Processing, Commonsense Validation, Language Models, Sense-
making, Arabic Dataset
1 Introduction
Text understanding and validation demands the ability to understand between lines instead of the general
idea. The essential difference between the human being and a machine regarding text understanding is
that humans have the ability to process and validate textual data and make sense out of it. Consequently,
the essential question is how to increase the ability of the machine to have the ability of commonsense
understanding. Therefore, introducing commonsense to natural language understanding is considered
as a qualitative change of research to investigate the machine ability in solving commonsense problems.
Commonsense, in general, represents the aspect of the relation semantic properties and a piece of text
(Asher and Vieu, 1995).
In the past fifty years of AI research, automated commonsense reasoning has barely progressed in
the field of NLP research (Davis and Morgenstern, 2004). In NLP, using transfer learning models
(Yosinski et al., 2014) as well as introducing transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) has revolutionized the
research field and increased the ability of machines in text commonsense validation and understanding.
Furthermore, modern language models such as BERT, ELMo has enhanced machines’ performance
make-sense, validate and understand text (Davis, 2017).
The existing dataset, covers commonsense knowledge indirectly. However, recently, (Wang et al.,
2019; Wang et al., 2020a) presented a dataset in English that consists of two sentences, the machine
should determine which one is against commonsense, then should explain why the sentence against
commonsense, and finally, should generate the reason automatically.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset in Arabic for commonsense
validation and understanding of text. Therefore, in this paper present an Arabic dataset for commonsense
validation. Moreover, we trained popular transformers i.e. BERT, USE, and ULMFit to provide a
1Arabic dataset for commonsense validation, https://github.com/msmadi/
Arabic-Dataset-for-Commonsense-Validationion
baseline model for the presented dataset. The models’ task is then to validate two natural language
sentences of similar wording and to identify the one that does not make-sense.
2 Related Work
The natural language understanding frameworks are getting more attention after commonsense studies
were conducted (Wang et al., 2018). Several datasets were prepared such as the Choice of Plausible
Alternatives (COPA) (Roemmele et al., 2011) which focuses on events and consequences, in which
each question given two alternatives to recognize the appropriate cause or result of the premise. Other
datasets inspired by COPA was released, for instance, JHU Ordinal Commonsense Inference (JOCI)
dataset (Zhang et al., 2017) which has five labels starting from 5 (very likely) to 1 (impossible),
tends to identify the plausibility of human response after a certain situation. Moreover, Situations
with Adversarial Generations (SWAG) (Zellers et al., 2018) is a large-scale adversarial dataset for a
grounded commonsense inference that is used to determine the action that probably happens after a
specific situation. The main intention of SWAG dataset is to focus on the pre-situations and/or the
after-situations of certain situations without looking to the reasons why they occur. The Story Cloze
Test and ROCStories Corpora provided by (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2018) inspired by
grasp reading and text material questions are used to identify the appropriate answer from the provided
materials. Ostermann, 2018 proposed a dataset for narrative text, which tells about several type of
questions with two candidate answers (Ostermann et al., 2018).
Other Question Answering (QA) datasets for factual commonsense knowledge reasoning were
released. For instance, SQUABU (Davis, 2016) presented a simple test of commonsense and scientific
questions. Moreover, CommonsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2018) provided a ConceptNet that has been used
by crowd workers to create questions for the presented dataset. Similarly, BookQA (Mihaylov et al.,
2018) presented questions and their candidate answers. COSMOS QA (Huang et al., 2019) is large-scale
dataset contains multiple-choice questions with four answers.
Recently, Wang, 2020 proposed a multi-task (Wang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020a) aiming to recog-
nize the hidden inference of the commonsense facts using SemEval commonsense validation and explana-
tion dataset as well as performing RoBERTa to solve the explanation task (Wang et al., 2020b). Similarly,
(Saeedi et al., 2020) proposed a model using RoBERTa to solve the SemEval commonsense validation
and explanation task, they conducted this research by reframing the classification task to multiple-choice
task aims to increase the system’s performance.
3 Dataset Collection and Translation
The Arabic dataset for commonsense validation is based on the Commonsense Validation and Expla-
nation (ComVE) task which is inspired by the work of (Wang et al., 2019). The original dataset 2 was
prepared using Amazon Mechanical Turk where crowds were asked to write a sensible sentence and
non-sensible sentences as (s1 and s2). For the sake of this research, we translated the original English
dataset for commonsense validation. Each example in the provided dataset is composed of 2 sentences:
{s1, s2} and a label indicating which one is invalid. The pair of sentences are too similar with a slight
difference between there words to identify which sentence does not make sense.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no Arabic dataset publicly available for commonsense validation.
The provided dataset has 12k rows and consists of three files: train, validation, and test file. Each row
consists of two sentences and the label of the non-sensible sentence. Table 1 shows the distribution ans
size of the dataset. Whereas, Table 2 presents examples from the Arabic dataset for the sense-making
task.
2
https://github.com/wangcunxiang/SemEval2020-Task4-Commonsense-Validation-and-Explanation
File Train Validation Test Total
# of rows 10000 1000 1000 12000
Table 1: The Dataset distribution
id Sent0 Sent1 label
26
ليف سبلأ انأ
I dress an elephant
يسفنب سبلأ انأ
I dress myself
0
34
موجنلا تأرق
I read stars
موجنلا ينتأرق
Stars read me
1
4271
ةعبرم مدقلا ةرك
Football is square
ةريدتسم مدقلا ةرك
Football is round
0
5805
سمشلا نم رغصأ ضرلأا
the earth is smaller than the sun
رمقلا نم رغصأ ضرلأا
the earth is smaller than the moon
1
9231
ءامسلا يف رويطلا ريطت
birds fly in the sky
ءامسلا يف رشبلا ريطي
humans fly in the sky
1
Table 2: Examples from the provided Arabic dataset with the English original ones. The label indicates
the id of the invalid sentence (i.e. 0: for the first sentence or 1: for the second sentence)
4 Experimentation & Results
As baseline research, several state-of-the-art models i.e. BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), USE (Cer et al.,
2018), and ULMFit (Howard and Ruder, 2018) have been trained using the proposed Arabic dataset
to make-sense of the provided couple of sentences. Trained models were evaluated based on their
performance accuracy.
As shown in Table 3, BERT has a significant advantage compared to ULMFiT and USE. Results go
in line with previous research where BERT has achieved 70.1% accuracy for the original English dataset
(Wang et al., 2019) overcoming other models such as ULMFit.
Model Accuracy
USE 48.3
ULMFiT 50.5
BERT 62.7%
Table 3: The experimentation results for the trained baseline models
5 Conclusion
This paper presents a benchmark dataset for Arabic text commonsense and validation. Presented dataset
were used to train baseline models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), USE (Cer et al., 2018), and
ULMFit (Howard and Ruder, 2018). Evaluation results show that BERT outperformed the other two
models and achieved a 62.7% in making-sense and validation input sentences.
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